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SUMMARY
The Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra of a formal, infinitary, recursion
theory is investigated.

This algebra has the upper semi-lattice of

degrees of unsolvability as a sub-structure.

Quotients of the algebra

represent individual degrees, and an algebraic relation among these quotients mirrors the ordering of degrees.
Abstract digital computers are constructed for degrees such that
algebraic relations among the computers exactly represent the ordering
and join of degrees.

In this sense, the theory of degrees of unsolva-

bility is reconstructed in the algebraic theory of abstract digital
computers.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The breadth of a theory is determined, partially at least, by
the theories it comprehends.

Among mathematical theories, the theory

of Turing machines subsumes the theory of linear bounded automata and
ring theory is a subtheory of group theory, which, in turn, is a subtheory
of semi-group theory.

Among physical theories the theory of quantum

mechanics has as a subtheory a theory of light and the theory of continental drift contains a theory of mountain formation.

Nor are the

social sciences without examples of theories and subtheoriesj stimulusresponse sampling learning theory is supposed to be more general than a
certain hierarchical learning theory.
Given a new theory, mathematical or empirical, a first task is
to establish its relationship with existing, related theories.

We con-

jecture that the theory of abstract digital computers comprehends a wide
variety of computational phenomena.

Partial confirmation of that conjec-

ture has been obtained by investigating the relations between the theory
of abstract digital computers and the theories of recognizers [29], of
Turing machines [10], and of the semantics of programming languages [4].
We investigate in this thesis the relationship of the elementary theory
of degrees of unsolvability to the theory of abstract digital computers.
The goal of the thesis is to show that the concepts of the theory of
abstract digital computers are sufficient to allow the reformulation of
the elementary theory of degrees of unsolvability.

Such a reformulation
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is adequate only if the principal relations and operations of the original theory are reflected in the reformulated theory.
The importance of the theories of recognizers, Turing machines
and the semantics of programming languages to the information and computer sciences is clear.

The immediate importance of the theory of

degrees of unsolvability may not be so clear.

The elementary theory of

degrees of unsolvability explicates the intuitive concept of "relative
difficulty of computation" among functions.

Two questions of difficulty

of computation arise in computer and information science.

One is the

practical question of the amount of computer 6pace and time necessary
to compute a given function.

The other is the theoretical question of

whether, given the values of some function, another function is then in
principle computable.
the theory of degrees.

This latter theoretical question is addressed by
As might be expected, the theoretical question

arises about theoretical computing devices.

Turing machines with oracles

and various formal systems of calculation may be classified into different degrees of unsolvability.

Therefore, the elementary theory of degrees

treats a significant phenomenon of theoretical computing devices.

For

this reason the theory of abstract digital computers encompasses a significant dimension of the information sciences if it encompasses the
elementary theory of degrees of unsolvability.

We demonstrate that the

theory of abstract digital computers does indeed encompass the elementary
theory of degrees of unsolvability.
The methodology of this thesis supports the assertion of ([23], p. l)
that the study of interesting linguistic systems is possible using the
algebraic apparatus of the theory of abstract digital computers.

Our
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formulation of the theory of degrees depends upon a linguistic theory of
recursion, R.

By investigating the algebra that ensues from R we reduce

the linguistic relations among linguistic elements representing functions
to algebraic relations among the degrees of the functions.

We view the

methods of this thesis as paradigmatic of the use of algebraic methods
in the study of linguistic systems, and we view the results of the thesis
as additional proof that the algebraic theory of abstract digital computers is the appropriate algebraic theory for the algebraic study of
computational questions.

Historical Sketch
The history of the theory of abstract digital computers per se
is short.

Even the origins of the theory are recent.

Poore [23] is

the basic source of the algebraic theory, and the origins of the theory
are traced there.

It is sufficient here to point out that the algebraic

theory is patterned after the theory of Boolean algebras with operators
of Jonsson and Tarski [ll,12] and, to a certain extent, after the theory
of polyadic Boolean algebras of Halmos [8]. The applications of the
theory have already been noted.

Horgan, Roehrkasse and Chiaraviglio [10]

show Turing machines to be among the devices recoverable in the theory
of abstract digital computers.

Roehrkasse [29] furthermore shows that

the classical hierarchy of recognizers, including the salient relations
among recognizers, may be reconstructed in the theory of abstract digital
computers.

It is shown in [lO] that abstract digital computers also go

beyond automata and Turing machines; they decide the halting problem for
Turing machines. DeMillo [4] shows that abstract digital computers can
be construed as models, in the logical sense, of programming languages.
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The theory of degrees of unsolvability has a somewhat longer
history.

In 1931 Godel [7] demonstrated that any mathematical system

containing arithmetic has formally undecidable questions; that is, ques*
tions for which the answers cannot be calculated.
cerning decidability are:

Two main issues con-

What is it to decide a question?

the nature of undecidable questions?

and What is

The first issue was resolved in

1936 when Post [24,25], Turing [42], Kleene [14], and Church [2] independently proposed formal explications of the informal idea of calculability.
[15,17],

These formal concepts have since been demonstrated equivalent
Moreover, Church's thesis maintains that whatever one might reason-

ably mean by calculability is captured by the formal concept.

Post's,

Turing's, Kleene's, and Church's equivalent formal concepts and Church's
thesis are the basis of the investigation of undecidable questions.
Recursive unsolvability, or undecidability, can be demonstrated
by two methods.

One, a diagonal method, is to construct an undecidable

element and follow the attendant reductlo ad absurdum argument against
decidability.

The other method, called reduction, derives the solution

of a problem known undecidable from the supposed solution of an open
problem.

This latter method also proceeds by a reductio argument.

Godel's 1931 paper [7] employed the diagonal method to show arithmetic
incomplete.

Results by Turing [42] and Church [3] give respectively

the unsolvability of the halting problem for Turing machines and the
undecidability of Peano arithmetic.

Turing's result, like Godel's, is

constructive, while Church's is reductive.

Not until 1947, when Post

[27] employed reductive techniques to demonstrate the recursive unsolvability of the so-called problem of Thue, was an outstanding mathematical
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problem shown unsolvable.
In a familiar setting, the problem of Thue is the word problem
for semigroups.

Post [27] reduces the halting problem to this word

problem, thus proving Thue's problem unsolvable.

Post [24,25] first

developed reductive techniques in reducing various logics to Post canonical systems.

1944, however, marks Post's most significant methodological

contribution [26]t

that recursively enumerable sets of positive integers

possess a wide variety of decision problems.

Primarily from Post's work

a number of unsolvability results in number theory and algebra have
evolved.

Typical is Tarski [39] which gives a decision method for

whether or not a polynomial with integral coefficients has simultaneous
real roots.

Outstanding among the unsolvability results in algebra is

the solution by Novikov [22] of the word problem for groups.

A finitely

presented relation on a group is proved to be undecidable by a constructive argument.

Boone's work [l] is an accessible version of this result.

Undecidability results are known in a wide variety of algebraic theories,
ranging from Mostowski's and Tarski's [l9] demonstration of undecidability in the arithmetic of integers and in the theory of rings, to the
decidability of certain fields, to Grzegorczyk's [8] chronicle of undecidability for distributive lattices, Brouwerian algebras and related
algebraic and geometric systems.

The monograph of Tarski, Mostowski

and Robinson [40] summarizes many of the results and techniques, mainly
reductive, for algebraic theories.
For general formal systems, in the sense of Smullyan [38], somewhat less work exists.

Arithmetic is of the lowest undecidable degree,

and Fefferman [&] proves that the lowest and each higher tt-degree (that
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class of systems co-reducible in the sense that every Boolean function
satisfied in one is satisfied in the other) have first order and axiomatizable theories.

Schoenfield [3l] shows each nonrecursive, enumerable

degree to contain an axiomatizable, undecidable theory.

Much of this

kind of work, extended from Post [24,25] and Godel [7], is summarized
in Mostowski [16].
Contemporary with Post's early work is the generalization of the
Godel-Herbrand concept of recursion by Kleene [14,16].

Kleene [14]

introduces the definition of functions by equational systems, a concept
central to the research methodology of this paper.

An equational system

is a formal system for calculating functions by a form of deduction.
The notion of one function recursive in, or calculable in, another
depends upon Turing's concept of an oracle [42]. A function f is recursive in g if there exists an equational system from which, given the
values of g as the oracle, f can be calculated.

Degrees are the equi-

valence classes of functions under the relation "recursive in each
other."

Because the formal concepts, Turing machine, recursive function

and canonical system are equivalent, this notion of degree is perfectly
general.

Clearly, "recursive in" is a partial ordering among degrees.

The first significant structural feature of degrees was discovered by
Post and Kleene [18], who found that degrees form an upper semi-lattice.
Further, Freidberg [6] and Muchnik [2l] prove the existence of incomparable recursively enumerable degrees, solving the problem posed by Post
in 1944.

Enumerable degrees are dense (Sacks, [33]) and the partial

ordering among degrees is highly disconnected!
incomparable degrees exist (Schoenfield, [3l]).

aleph-one pairwise
Most important results
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on degrees appear in Roger's treatise [30] and Sacks1 monograph [32].

Plan of Presentation
The strategy of this thesis is as follows. Chapters II and III
are parallel in development.

Chapter II develops the linguistic sys-

tems on which the algebras of Chapter III are based.
Chapter II is devoted entirely to linguistic matters. First,
the formation and transformation rules of L(R) are put forth. L(R) is
an infinitary propositional language which permits the formation of
infinite formulas representing functions in extension. L(R) is shown
to be incomplete and consistent. Second, the recursion theory, R,
based upon the language L(R) is formed.

R is obtained from L(R) by the

addition of theorems characterizing the relation "relative recursive"
among the formulas representing functions. Also, R is shown to represent
accurately the join operation among functions. Like L(R), R is incomplete and consistent.
Chapter III is devoted entirely to algebraic matters.

First, the

Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra of L(R), called LT(L(R)), is investigated and
shown to be a free algebra.

Second, the Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra of R,

called LT(R), is obtained and demonstrated to be a quotient of LT(L(R)).
At this point, a subalgebra A(R) of LT(R) is introduced.

A(R) retains

all the features of LT(R) appropriate to the study of degrees.

We show

that A(R) is decomposable as an algebra generated by the union of the
Boolean completion, CD, of the semilattice of degrees with the Boolean
product of denumerably many isomorphic copies of CD.

This decomposition

allows us to define in A(R) distinct transition functions for the various
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degrees and, thus, distinct abstract digital computers for distinct
degrees.

Finally, the abstract digital computers constructed for the

various degrees are shown to have the structure of the degrees of unsol*
vability.
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CHAPTER II

PROPOSITIONAL RECURSION THEORY
Notation
An ordinal is the set of all smaller ordinals, and cardinals
are initial ordinals.
the second.

I is the first transfinite cardinal and I, is

The cardinal of a set J is indicated J.

At the times we

use m and n for cardinals the context will be made clear.
When we speak of functions we ordinarily mean total numeric functions from I

into I.

Functions are construed as ordered pairs.

is the Cartesian product of I with itself n-times*
into I are n-ary functions.
be of l-ary functions.
B into A.

I

Functions of I

For simplicity our examples will usually

B
For sets A and B, A is the set of functions of

There should be no confusion over the apparently conflicting

definitions of I .
The notation for conjunction is *•*,

for disjunction '+*, for

implication * "*', for biconditional • « * \ For infinite conjunction • ^ •
is used where xxx indicates the range of the conjunction, and for infinite disjunction * + '.

In Boolean algebras the notation for conjunction

is used for infimum, disjunction for supremum, infinite conjunction for
infinite infimum, and infinite disjunction for infinite supremum.
usual, * u

As

' is set theoretic union over the indexed sets indicated by

xxx.
A possible confusion concerns underlined terms.

If we underline
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a term it becomes a numeral, if possible.
is unchanged.

If not possible, the term

A numeral underlined remains a numeral.

Some confusion

might arise with regard to '<* which always denotes a partial ordering.
The same symbol *<• will be used when actually it is an ordering induced
from <.

No serious difficulty should occur.

Boolean Algebras
Sikorski [37] is a basic source on Boolean algebras.

We review

some definitions and theorems for reference or because our notation differs
from [37].
2 designates the simple Boolean algebra.

Throughout *+• is the

finite supremum, ••' the finite infimum, *-* the complement, 0 the
least element, 1 the greatest element.
B is complete if for all D C B ,

. D A and . V A exist in B.

infinite cardinal m, we say B is m-complete if for D ^
AeD A

anc

* AeD^

ex s

i "t * n **•

For an

B, D * m, then

Thus, as usual, a complete algebra is complete

for every m.
B is a regular subalgebra of B' if B is a subalgebra of B* and
the suprema and infima of elements in B are the same in B 1 .
then JDJ is the smallest subalgebra of B containing D.
say that D is a set of generators of B.

If D *~ &,

If IDJ * B we

Then every element of B has

the form

K n J<m d(l 'J )D i,J
where D

. iD, d(i,j) is complement indicated (-) or nothing indicated (+),
1* j

and m depends on n.

When G is a class of subsets of B, then B is a
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G-algebra if the infimum of every set in G exists in B.

If G is the

class of all subsets of B, G completeness is completeness.

Naturally, a

subset D of the G-algebra B is a set of G-generators if the smallest
G-subalgebra of B containing D is B itself.

The definitions of m-genera-

tors and complete generators are analogous.
We say a complete (m-complete) algebra B is the completion
(m-completion) of a regular subalgebra B' iff B' is a set of complete
generators for B.

It is known that completions always exist ([37],

p. 153).
HHe state a theorem for later use.

Theorem 2.1.

(Sikorski [37], p. 37). Let h be a one-one mapping of D

generating A onto D' generating A', h can be extended to a isomorphism
of A onto A' if and only if, for D ^ D and d(i) « (+) or (-) for i < n
Kn d ( i > D i " °A

iff

Kn d ( i > h ( D i> " °A« '

For AeB ( A ] , ([A)), is the principal ideal (principal filter)
determined by A.

A set of subalgebras {CjljeT of C is independent if

and only if for every finite J ^ 1

for 0 / A, eC..
C, J iel^i^ * s

Given an independent set of subalgebras {C.j. _ of

tne

Boolean product of {C^jej, designated B. .C.. Notice

that I U C J is not necessarily an m-algebra if C is. The Boolean
product of algebras should not be confused with the direct or Cartesian
product of algebras. All further notations and definitions are those of

[37].
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Recursive Functions and Degrees
A formal characterization of recursive functions requires a
formal deductive theory (Kleene, [18]).

This theory has the facility

Tor expressing functions as sequences of equations, and the rules of
inference of the theory are such that the sequence of equations representing a recursive function is derivable in the theory.

The relation

of "recursive in" among functions is expressed in the theory by the
relation of derivability among the representing sequences of equations
of functions,
We describe a modification of Kleene's [l8] system which we use
as a point of departure for our own formal theory.

Call the theory R*.

Let it have v., i d variables, numerals ^, i d , function symbols £.,id,
and the symbol *, Terms are variables and numerals and function symbols
followed by terms. Equations are of the form "t, * tJ* for terms t.,
t„.

Sequences of equations are countenanced as formulas.

The rules of

inference arei
Rl.

Terms may be substituted for variables in equations.

R2.

In a sequence of variable free equations, containing both

the equation e and f(n. ,...,n. ) • n. , we may replace
~~31
~3m
"*
f(n. ,...,n. ) by rv in e.
"Jl
""^m
"*
An equation e is derivable from a sequence of equations e-., e.,...,e
if there are equations e ,.,...,e , such that e ,., for 1 < i < m,
follows from e0n . e .1• • • • • e n, . . . , e n+i-1
,. . by Rl and R2 and e « en+m
. .
A function ft I
of equations e,,...,e

is general recursive if there exists a sequence
such that f(n) * m iff f.(n) m m is derivable

from e.,...,e . A function f is recursive in f.,...,f, iff there exists
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a sequence of equations e.,...,e
is derivable from e.,...,e
f,,,..,f,.
another.

such that if f(n) * m then £(n) • m

and the sequences of equations representing

Two functions are co-recursive if they are recursive in one

Notice that there are no sentential connectives in R*.

therefore not based upon ordinary logic.

It is

For this reason R* is not

suitable to our needs, as will become evident.
f * s equivalent to f* if and only if f and f' are co-recursive.
We may partition the class of functions by this equivalence to obtain D,
the class of degrees of unsolvability,

D may be shown to be an upper

semilattice [18]. For a,beD, a < b iff there are fca and f *eb such that
f is recursive in f'.

a and b also have a least upper bound under <.

If fca and f'eb then the function f"(i) * 2 f ^ ' x 3 f " * ' is called the
join of f and f*,

designated

and we define a U b * c.

join(f,f).

For some ceD, join(f,f')ec

(D, <) and (D,U ) are then the same when the

ordering is defined in terms of the supremum or vice versa.
As with Boolean algebra for aeD, (a] indicates the principal
ideal determined by a, which is the set of all degrees smaller than a.
Ca] is also called an initial segment of D.

Dually, [a) is a final

segment of D,
There is more to degrees than we have sketched.
mentary theory of degrees has been discussed.

Only the ele-

We do not discuss

recursively enumerable degrees or completions of degrees since we only
aim to recover the elementary theory within the theory of abstract
digital computers.

The methods employed here may lend themselves to a

treatment of the entire theory of degrees but that is beyond our present
goal*
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Languages
For infinite cardinals m and n, L
is the first order predicate
K
' m,n
calculus with equality which permits conjunctions and disjunctions of
fewer than m formulas and quantifications involving fewer than n variables (see [13]).

L, _ is the ordinary first order predicate calculus

with equality, and L T

is like L T

except that conjunctions and dis-

junctions of fewer than I. formulas are permitted and no quantification
is permitted.

We shall investigate a fragment L(R) of L,

n

that permits

only certain infinite sets of formulas to have conjunctions.
By a propositlonal language we mean any language which contains
the rules of inference of the ordinary propositional calculus.
languages we deal with are propositional since L T

n

The

is propositional.

A language L is an extension of a language L* if and only if
every formula of L* is a formula of L,
language of its extension L.

We sometimes say L' is a sub-

If L is an extension of L' and L and L'

have the same number of terms and a formula A of L' is a theorem of L
iff A is a theorem of L'9

then L is an inessential extension of L 1 .

A language T is a theory based upon a language L if T is an
extension of L but not an inessential extension.

One may form a theory

from a language by adding axioms or additional rules of inference.
Given a language L, we can partition the formulas of L, F., by
the relation A is egulvalent to B iff A H

B i6 a theorem of L.

The

class of equivalence partitions is in a natural way the carrier of an
algebra called the Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra of L and designated LT(L),
The class of equivalence partitions of formulas is indicated by F./*»,
sometimes by L/O-,

and the equivalence class of the formula A is
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|A] L _/. x, or if not confusing, simply |A|.

If L is propositional then

LT(L) is a Boolean algebra (see Theorem 3.8).
The Lindenbaum-Tarski algebras of certain languages are free
algebras.

LT(L, n ) is free in the class of all Boolean algebras, and
i,u

LT(Lj ,) is free in the class of complete Boolean algebras [28].
LT(L T

T)

is considerably different from LT(L T J

1,1

in that quantifiers turn

1,U

out to correspond algebraically to infinite infima and suprema, i.e.,

|(x)(A(x))| - t - T | A ( t ) |

where T is the set of terms of L, ..

Of course, in LT(L, ,)

infinite set of elements has an infimum.

not every

Only those sets of elements

{|A(t)| A(x) is a formula with x free and t is a term} have infinite
infirma.

Thus LT(Lj .) is a Boolean algebra with partial infinite

infimum.
We are concerned with an analagous situation.
upon Lj

Q.

junctions.

L(R) is based

But not all sets of formulas in L(R) have infinite conOnly those sets which correspond to equations representing

a given function in extension have infinite conjunctions.

If ,'jA.

is an infinite conjunction in L(R), then

luiAil - u i l M
where on the right side ' ' ' is infinite infimum of the |A.|.

Thus

in the algebra, only those infinite classes of elements representing
constituents of an infinite conjunction have infima.
In the case of LT(L, n) we are dealing with a Boolean I-algebra.
i, ,u
All conjunctions over I formulas exist in L T n ; therefore, all infima
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over I elements exist in LT(LT

) . However, the primary language of

our concern, L(R), has only selected infinite connunctions and, therefore, LT(L(R)) is not I-complete.

For the most part all the algebras

discussed in this thesis are "as complete" as LT(L(R)).

By this we

mean that for morphisms of LT(L(R)), subalgebras of LT(L(R)) and quotients
of LT(L(R)) always have infima in the range corresponding to infima in
the domain.

LT(L(R)) is partially complete in much the same way LT(Lj J)

is (see [37], p. 196).
The following theorem elucidates the relation between sublanguages
based on LT

n

and Lindenbaum-Tarski algebras.

Theorem 2.2. Let L and L* be based on L,

n.

If L' is an inessential

extension of L, then LT(L) is a subalgebra of LT(L*)«
Proof.

L 1 is an inessential extension of L.

Hence if A,BeF. then, A«*B

is a theorem of L iff A«-*B is a theorem of L'.

Thus a mapping h from

L/** into L'/ +» defined
*(|AJL) - |A] L ,
is well defined and one-one.
h is an embedding.
h(-|A|L) - h(|-A|L) - |-A|L. - -|A|L, - -(h(|A|L)) .
h(|A-B|L) - |A-B|L, - |A|L,-|B|L. -h(|A|L)-h(|B|L) .
and
h(

i s l l A A > ' h"ui\\0

- licIAilL- -iellAilL- " iel^lAil,.)Q.E.D.
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Abstract Digital Computers
The theory of abstract digital computers is elaborated in Poore
[23], and finds application to Turing machines in Horgan, Roehrkasse,
and Chiaraviglio [10] and to recognizers in Roehrkasse [29]. We
review here only the generalities of the theory but pay extra attention to particularly useful concepts.
An abstract digital computer is an algebra B * (B,A,C) where
B, the set of "states" of the computer, is a Boolean algebra (hence,
the adjective "digital"); A * B , the set of "actions" of the computer;
B
and CeA , the "control unit" of the computer.

A process of an abstract

digital computer is determined by the iterative action of the control
unit on a given state.

The sequence

C(s 0 )(s 0 ), C(s 1 )(s 1 ),...,C(s i )(s i ),...

where C(s.)(s.) * s... for iel, is the process of B determined by s Q .
Because processes of B define a transition function on the states of B

Ksj) « c(Si)(Si)
we may identify B with (B,T B ).

Each process of B is I long and either

periodic, periodic after some non-periodic initial segment, or entirely
nonrepeating.

We say that B halts in n steps on s.eB if the process deter-

mined by s. becomes monotonous of period one after nj that i6,

T

g"1(si) *

T

BUi>

" TB+1(£i) *

An abstract digital computer is a sort of universal algebra,
specifically a Boolean algebra with a single operator; therefore, we
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are provided with the standard variety of universal algebraic concepts*
subalgebra, homomorphism, ideal, etc.

These concepts »xe derived from

the corresponding Boolean concepts so as to satisfy some requirements
concerning the transition function.

In our case the concepts of abstract

digital computer ideal and abstract digital computer quotient are of
importance.

Vlie have some latitude in making these definitions, but we

follow Poore ([23], p. 55) essentially.
Given an abstract digital computer B • (B,TB) we say that M C B
is an abstract digital computer ideal of B iff M is an ideal of B and
for

A,CeB if

((-A).C) +(A.(-C))eM

then Tg(A) - Tg(C).

The definition merely stipulates that if |C| - ]A| e B/M then

T

B/M(|A|) " T B / M ( | C | )

since

T

B/M (|A|) " ' V A ) | " | T B C C ) | * T B/M ( | C | ) *

Therefore a quotient abstract digital computer is an abstract digital
computer B/M »

(B/M,TQ/M)

where M is an abstract digital computer

ideal of B.
Obviously, h is an abstract digital computer homomorphism of
the abstract digital computer (A,T.) into the abstract digital computer
(B,TQ)

if h is a Boolean homomorphism of A into B and for aeA

h(T A (a)) « TB(h(a)) .
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Also, if a transition function T A on a Boolean algebra A is a partial
function, then we call U , T A ) a partial abstract digital computer.
Clearly, such a partial transformation function T A may be extended to
a total function by defining it to be identity where undefined.

We

will find partial abstract digital computers of use in the sequel.
The information we need about the theory of abstract digital
computers is contained in the definitions given above, so we refer the
reader to the previously cited references for further information.

The Language L(R)
By the language L(R) we mean one based on the infinitary predicate calculus, Lj

Q.

The most outstanding feature of L(R) is that it

permits some infinite conjunctions and disjunctions of length I.

For

the purpose of distinguishing infinite conjunctions, for example, from
finite conjunctions we use the notation ' * ' where the index set I is
countably infinite.

Occasionally we may also use the notation • ' * or

'ieJ' t 0

finite conjunction of n or J formulas, but in

indica,te t n e

those cases J will be finite and n < I.

These latter uses of indexed

conjunction may be viewed as abbreviations for the sequential conjunctions of the constituent formulas, while the infinitely indexed conjunction is not an abbreviation and must be introduced as a separate connective.
Formation Rules of L ( R h
i)

The logical connectives of L(R) arex
- (negation), • (conjunction), + (disjunction),
^j

(infinite conjunction over I),

disjunction over I ) .

. (infinite
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We use the standard abbreviations representing implication and biconditional, and we observe the infinitary DeMorgan lawsi

The interpretation of these connectives is standard for the finitary
connectives and the infinite connectives may be interpreted in the
obvious infinite extension of truth tables.

These matters are discussed

in Karp [13].
L(R) of course must have the usual punctuation
ii)

((left parenthesis), and) (right parenthesis).

Punctuation will be used as the context dictates, although strict
adherence to the formation rules of L(R) might require otherwise.
There is also one special predicate, equality.
iii). « (equality)
We understand its meaning to be governed by the usual axioms for equality;
reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity, and the substitutivity of equality,
which plays an important role in the deductive system R to be considered
later.
We have the usual number of variables, one for every element
of I.
iv)

vif

lei

These are individual variables since L(R) is a first order infinitary
language.

Also, because the theory for which L(R) is the language is

a kind of arithmetic, L(R) has the usual complement of numerals, one
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for every number in I.

I, will designate this set of numerals, ordered

in the natural way, and i. will indicate the i

numeral, which names the

number i,
v)

I * (i|iel)

We shall indicate numerals by underlining numerals, generally*
The last categories of the alphabet of L(R) are two disjoint sets
of function symbols.

One set is the set of auxiliary functors, I of them

of each finite adicity
vi)

(hj|iel) f

nel

Here iel indexes the i

functor of adicity n.

We treat the second set of functors, which we call numeric functors,
separately because only selected formulas involving these functors will
have infinite conjunctions and disjunctions under the rules of formation,

In fact, these numeric functors are constants designating func-

tions of I n into I.

(1)

Let

(fJU^i)

for a particular nel be a one-one enumeration of the functions of I
into I,

vii)

Then

CfJ|ieI1)

is a sequence of functional constants such that f, designates the i
n-adic function in the enumeration (l). Thus we have functional constants which designate uniquely all the total functions of natural
numbers.

The enumerations (l) of the total numeric functions require

the axiom of choice.
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Our purpose in providing L(R) with constants for functions is to
eventually fix the interpretation of computations concerning functions.
The special role of these numeric constants will become evident in the
formation rules of L(R), to which we turn.
The formation rules of L(R) are chosen, as has been mentioned,
to allow the construction of a propositional, deductive theory of recursive functions.
The class of terms of L(R) is the least class closed under the
following rulesi
i)

numerals and variables are terms;

ii)

If f? for iel, is an n-adic functional constant and
t

iii)

l,,##,t

are terms, then f.(t.,..,,t ) is a term.

If h n for i e l i s an n-adic auxiliary functor and t i t •••»*,»
are terms, then h j * ( t . f . . . f t ) i s a term.

We define numeric terms as terms of L(R) which involve only numerals
and functional constants.
The class of well"formed formulas, wff ! s, is the least class
closed under the following rulesi
i)

If t, and t 2 are terms, then the equation t, * t~
is a wff;

ii)

If A and B are wff*s, then so are -A, A + B, and A • B;

III)

If t,,...,t

are numeric terms, then .\A.i8 a wff, where

for each iel A. is the numeric equation f?(t,
fi(t,,...,t ) for some particular iel^.

t ) *
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Several points should be noted about ill) • First, if ti»"*»t n

are

numeric terms, then tlt...,t are numerals since each of t,,...,t
—1'
'—n
i
n
designates a number. Furthermore, f?(t.,...,t ) * f.(t,,...,t ) makes
*i —1'
-n
1 1
n7
sense, because the left-hand side is a numeric term expressing the value
of the function named by f. at the numbers named by t,,...,t

which is

the number f?(t,,...,t ). Also notice that although we permit infinite
conjunctions of appropriate formulas, infinite disjunctions will exist
only as the DeMorgan transformations of the negations of these conjunctions.

Last, by iii) we are allowing only infinite conjunctions over

numeric equations expressing some one numeric function in extension.
This is possible because of the introduction of functional constants for
each numeric function. Our language only needs infinite expressions representing functions in extension; therefore, we restrict formation of
infinite expressions to just those expressions.

This restriction also

facilitates our algebraic considerations at a later point.
Properly L(R) should be called an applied language because it
has functional constants with fixed interpretations.

The formation of

L(R) is similar to the formation of the first-order predicate calculus
with equality obtained by adding the equality predicate and governing
axioms to the predicate calculus.
is formed from LT

The difference with L(R) is that it

with equality by adding the functional constants.

Clearly, I n can be well-ordered isomorphically to I.

For instance,

the natural ordering (n,,...,nn) < (k1,...,km) if and only if for the
least 1 < i < m such that n. / k., n. < k., is one. Henceforth, for convenience we shall write f.(j), L ( i ) , etc., where j is the j

member of

the ordering of n-typles of I or £, etc., and X designates the n-tuple
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of numerals corresponding to the j

n-tuple of numbers.

Hereafter,

we shall always consider the conjunction ,'TA. ordered by the expedient
that At * (fn(i) • f n (i)).

That is, the i t h constituent of ^ ^

the equation involving the i
will drop the superscript of f

n-tuple in the ordering of I .

is

We

where such omissions detract nothing

from the meaning.
Transformation Rules of L(R)
The rules of transformation given here for L(R) are essentially
similar to the appropriate subset of those given for L T

T

by Scott [36].

We differ from him in directly defining the class of theorems of L(R)
rather than positing axioms and rules of inference.

From our eventual

algebraic point of view there is no difference; indeed, from that point
of view the theorems can be obtained in any way whatsoever.
In the following definition *A -»B f means as usual '(-A) + B*.
The class of theorems of L(R) is the least class closed under the following rules; for formulas A, B, C and

i)

I'JA..

A •» (B -*A), (A -* (B -*C)) -*((A -*B) -» (A -* C)), and
((-B) •* (-A)) -*(A -*B)

are theorems;

ii)

If jel, then ( i gxA i ) **A. is a theorem;

iii)

If A -•B and A are theorems, then so is B;

iv)

If B -*A. for i£l are theorems, then B " ^ ( i e I A i )
is a theorem;

v)

If t, is a term, then t, * t. is a theorem;

vi)

If A(t,) is a wff differing from A(t 3 ) only in having
the term t. whenever A(t-) has the term t„$

then
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(A(t 2 ) ' t1 « t 2 ) •*A(t 1 ) is a theorem;
vii)

If A(jJ is a wff differing from A(v. ) only in having the
numeral i. whenever A(v.) has the variable v., then
A(v,) -*A(jJ is a theorem.

Rules i) and iii) give the theorems of the propositional calculus, and
hence the wff *s of L(R) may be quotiented into a Boolean algebra by
biconditional equivalence (Tarski and Scott [4l]).

This feature of

L(R) is, of course, fundamental to our purpose of finding the Boolean
structure of R.

Rule ii) guarantees that infinite conjunctions, when

they exist, imply all their constituents, as is the case with ordinary
conjunctions.

Rule iv) expresses the infinite version of the familiar

adjunctive property of conjunctions.

Rules v) and vi) are respectively

the reflexivity and substitutivity of equality.

Rule vi) serves in R

as Kleene's rule of substitution does in the ordinary calculus for
recursive functions.

The other of his rules of inference, replacement

of variables by numerals, has its counterpart for us in Rule vii).

In

L(R), although there is actually no quantification, vi) and vii) together
give us approximately the facility that universal specification lends
to a first-order language with quantification.
We end our investigation of L(R) by examining some of its metamathematical properties.

Only one, consistency, is of immediate interest—

an inconsistent language cannot house a consistent theory—but the other,
incompleteness, tells us that the algebras we will study are not simple.

Theorem 2.3.

Proof.

L(R) is consistent and incomplete.

B « (1,(1) * f,(i)) is true under any well ordering of the
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functions of I into I and corresponding assignment of functional constants.

Clearly, B is not a theorem of L(R).

It is an atomic formula;

thus it would necessarily have to follow from rules iii) or v ) , v) is
impossible since the term '£|(i) ' is distinct from the term 'f,(i)\
Then suppose iii) applies.

If so, A -*B and A are theorems for some A.

But then *A -•B* mu6t have the form evident in rule ii)j that it, A is
an infinite conjunction.

If A is a theorem it must have followed from

rule iv) involving theorems C and C -*A.

But then C > B mu6t be a

theorem; thus we must apply rule ii) again and we see that by reductio
ad impossiblle we can never "detach" B.

Therefore, L(R) has a true

formula which is not a theorem.
Q.E.D.

L(R) is a consistent propositional language.

Those two proper-

ties are the primary desiderata of the language upon which R is to be
ba sed•
The Theory R
The theory R is the infinitary propositional recursion theory
based upon the language L(R), The relation which we wish to capture in
R is the relation of relative recursiveness between formulas representing
functions.
Al,

Thu6, the principal criterion of adequacy for R is thats
If f is recursive in g then the conditional with the
formula representing g as antecedent and the formula
representing f as consequent is a theorem of R.

A second adequacy criterion for R is thati
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A2.

In R the conjunction of the formulas representing
functions f and g is equivalent to the formula representing the join of f and g.

One might suppose that those formulas representing recursive
functions should be theorems of R.

While it is possible to construct

R in this way, the eventual result is a rougher algebraic theory.

In

any case, there is no necessity in this supposition and it will not hold
for R.

R is constructed from L(R) by a modification to the rules of

theoremhood of L(R),
Before stating the modified definition of theorem we need some
preliminary definitions.
and only

if it is not

A formula of L(R) is essentially finite if
equivalent to a formula that has a formula given

by formation rule iii) as a subformula.

A subformula is a formula

occurring as a consecutive string of alphabetic symbols in another
formula.

If a formula is not essentially finite, it is said to be

essentially infinite.

Let A be an essentially infinite formula and B

be an essentially finite formula} then A and B are compatible if and
only if when A«B + (l£(i) « k) * (i?(j.) * m) is a theorem then k * m.
Now we can give the definition of theorem in R.
The class of theorems of R is the least class of formulas of
L(R) closed under the rules i) through vii) for theorems in L(R) and
the additional rules*
viii)

If B is a finite conjunction of equations compatible with
.'-A. and ( ( I - ' T A I ) ^ ) * ^ I

^i*I A i^ "*^i*I C i^
ix)

is

a

If ( « * T A 4 ) " * ( < * T B J * 6

*£

a

theorem for every iel, then

theorem.
a

theorem, then A -•B

i s a theorem for fel.
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Rule viii) is an obvious paraphrase of Kleene's definition of relative
recursive, where a function f is recursive in a function g if and only
if there exists a finite system of equations E (our B) such that given the
infinite sequence of equations representing g (our

' A . ) , all the equa-

tions representing f (our .'X.) are derivable using substitution of
equals for equals (our theorem rule vi)) and replacement of variables
by numerals (our theorem rule vii)).

Rule ix) is merely a technical

convenience which takes effect to make the algebraic theory smoother,
We may recall the convention that A. * (fCi.) * f(i)) for some constant f.
Rule ix) does say that A. ->C. for iel are theorems when igjA, "*ieTCi
is a theorem obtained by viii). Moreover, ix), depending on viii) as
it does, can be of no harm to the consistency of R if viii) is not.

We

must show that R meets our two criteria of adequacy; that conjunction
may be construed as join, and implication serves as the converse of the
relation recursive in. Of course, R must be consistent,

Theorem 2.4.
Proof.

R is consistent and incomplete,

L(R) is consistent and R differs from L(R) only by the addition

of rules viii) and ix), so we need only show that they introduce no
inconsistency.
purpose.

Actually the argument of 2,3 may be modified for this

Again consider B as in 2.3,

Again because it is atomic it

would have to follow from iii) or v ) , and again it cannot be v ) . If
B is a theorem by iii), for some theorem A, A -VB must be a theorem.
Now *A -*B* must have the form of ii) or ix). In the first instance,
A is an infinite conjunction and we have another reductio.

In the
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second instance, A must be another atomic formula which cannot be
detached on the same grounds B could not be.
Q.E.D.
The following theorems establish that R meets the adequacy
criteria Al and A2. Theorem 2.5 establishes Al.
Thiorem 2.3. If for all lei, A t - (f (|J - f^l)) and C ± - (f^i) *
fk(i))> then .'A. * ' C is a theorem of R iff the function ffc is
recursive in the function f,.
Proof. Suppose ^'jA. "•igjCj i* » theorem of R. Then it must be so
in virtue of rule viii)| thus there exists some essentially finite conjunction of equations B compatible with ,'jA. such that ( ' A.)'B -• C
is a theorem of L(R) for every iel. From an examination of the definition of theorem in L(R) only rules ii), vi) and vii) can be essentially
involved in the deduction of ( * A.)»B *Cim

If C

A m A<

for e v e i

7 i>

then (ie#TAi),B"*,Ci follows from ii), *nd we are done since every function is recursive in itself.

If C. ^ A. then

(IITO'8

"^C* c « n follow

by simplification for a finite number of iel where C. is a constituent
of B, but vi) and vii) must be employed for the remaining infinite number
of theorems, (J^TA,)»B -* C. where jel and C. is not a constituent of B.
However, vi) and vii) are Just the analogs of Kleene's rules of substitution and replacement. Therefore, we see that since B, an essentially
finite conjunction of equations, can be identified with a system of
equations, the first half of the theorem follows, by identifying 1 \ A .
with the infinite system of equations representing f., identifying

I'JCI
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with the system of equations representing f, , and B with the auxiliary
system of equations*
The converse argument is just as obvious.

The systems repre-

senting f. and f. and the auxiliary system E can be identified with
.*jA.,

J*TC.

and B respectively.

If replacement and substitution suf-

fice in Kleene's formalism for the derivation of JlCi.) * *»/*)

for a

^

i, then vi), vii) and ii) are sufficient to 6how ((.*jA.)*B) •• * C.
to be a theorem in R.
Q.E.D.
Theorem 2.6 establishes A2.
Theorem 2.6. Let At « (f (i) - f.(i)), B i - (^(i) - r"k(i)) and
c

< " (L,(i.)
* Omi ) ) fox all iel, then fm and join(f.,f.
) are co«i
j K

recursive if and only if ( ( ^ A ) * (iei8*)) ** ^ieICi^
Proof.

is

*theorem

of R<

If fm and join(f.,f, ) are co-recursive, then f is recursive in

join(f ,,f.) which is, in turn, recursive in f^. join(f .,f,) we re
call
1
f
(l)
, x * 2M
*
k. Therefore the
J
there
is a function f such that f (i)
x 3
P
P
exist systems of equations E. and E 2 such that from jL(l) * ^ m ^ ^ »
L,(£)
• fj2),...
*"
m

and E.,
f (i) « fp (i) is derivable for all iel, and
j. ™"p

from |p(l) « f p (l), fp(2) - f(2),...

and E ^ f j i ) « fm(i) is derivable

for every iel. By Kleene's definition of recursive in, E. and E must
be finite sequences of equations whose conjunctions in R are compatible
with

(1)

ieICi and i e V ^ p ^ " fpliP

in R

*

Thus

'leVi)^!;^-^
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is a theorem of R.
f

1
is clearly recursive in f^fj.* defined as it is by primiti.
ve

recursion from f. and f. .

Thus there exists some finite system of equa-

tions E~ such that its conjunction in R is compatible with L'jA.) • (,* jB,),
hence

is a theorem of R. On the other hand, f. and f. are each recursive in
f . So, there are finite systems of equations E
computations. However, the conjunction

of E

and E. used in the

and the conjunction of

E~ may have conflicting auxiliary equations. We avoid this difficulty
by modifying E. to E* and E* to E* such that they share no auxiliary
function symbols.

Then the conjunction of all of the equations in E!

and E^ is compatible with i*I(f (jj

is a theorem in R.

m

f (i)) in R.

Therefore,

(l), (2) and (3) establish the sufficiency of our

theorem.
The necessity of the theorem must also be established.

Let f
P

be as before.

We know f to be recursive in f.,f,. Since

^ieICi^ "* ^ i e I A i ^ i e I B i ^

i8 a

t06016111 t n e r e i« * finite conjunction

D of equations in R compatible with ^ j C
is a theorem in R.

such that

(iei^'^^eVi^ieA^

Then D represents a set of equations which when

sequenced differently can serve as systems of equations E. and E- such
that from f (jj « f (l), f (£) - f (2),...

and E., f,(l) * f,(i) can be

derived for all iel, and from f (l) * f (l), f (2) • f (2),... and E ,
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f^Ci.) • ^ ( i ) can be derived for all iel.
are each recursive in f .
m
f is recursive in f .
m
P

In other words, f. and f.

But we know f is recursive in f.,f..
p
k j

The other way, if ( i g i ^ ' t i e l V ""*ieICi
for some compatible E ^

is

a theorem

((<eIAi^ # 'ieI B i^ # E 3^ "**eICi

Therefore fm is recursive in *!<>*<•

in R

is a theorem

Thus

>
in

then

R#

But again, we know fk and f. to be

recursive in f , thus f is recursive in f .
p
m
p

We have established the

co-recursivity of f and f , the necessity of the theorem, and the theorem,
*
m
p
Q.E.D.

A simple theorem will later prove useful.

Theorem 2.7.

(

uiV- ( ui B i>~ui ( W

is a theorem of R.

Proof.

Obviously, for iel

(

B

U I V - ( U I V ->V i

thus by rule iv),

(

UIV-(UIV *i;i<vv

Conversely, for iel

i^VV

*\

i^vv

^Bi
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thus by iv)

iei ( vv*i;i A i

l e V W ^I B i
ui ( v B i>* ( i;iV ( ui B i)Q.E.D.

These are the last of our essentially linguistic considerations.

R is an infinitary, propositional recursion theory and there-

fore its Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra is a Boolean algebra which reveals
the structure of two primary aspects of recursion theory*

the nature

of relative recursion among functions and the join operation of functions.

We now turn to an investigation of LT(L(R)).
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CHAPTER III

THE ALGEBRA OF R AND DEGREES
The Algebra LT(L(R))
The algebra LT(L(R)), the Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra of the
language L(R), is fundamental to our investigations.

We enter the

following theorem which is a slight modification of theorem 10.6 in
([28], p. 250) without proof.

Theorem 3.8.

(Rasiowa, Sikorski [28]).

If a language L is proposi-

tional, i.e., if theorem rules i and iii of L(R) are theorem rules of
L, then LT(L) is a Boolean algebra and
i)

|A| < |B| iff A ->B is a theorem of L.

ii)

|A| • |B| « |A-B|.

iii)

-|A| « |-A|.

iv)

|A| + |B| « |A + B|.

v)

|A| -•IB) « |A + B|.

Theorem 3.9. LT(L(R)) is a Boolean algebra.
Proof,

i) and iii) of L are rules of theoremhood in L(R); then L(R) is

propositional and, by 3.8, LT(L(R)) is Boolean.
in LT(L(R))

li^ii-uAi

It must be shown that

where on the left side ' * • is infinite conjunction, and on the
hand side ' • ' is the infimum over |A | in LT(L(R)) for iel.
Theorem 3.10. InLT(L(R)), | ± • Z A ± | - ±cI'Ai'•
Proof.

By rule ii) of L, for every iel

(

is a theorem.

ielV- A i

Thus, for every iel

and

luiAiliuil*il •
The other way, since

j-jlA^eLKLCR))

there is some B in L(R) such that

|B| • i'jlAj .
But then for iel,

|B| < |Aj| .
Thus, for iel

B -*A

is a theorem, and by rule iv)
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8

* ( U! A i>

is a theorem, thus

and the theorem is proved.
Q.E.D.
LT(L(R)) can now be viewed as a Boolean algebra with a partial
infinitary operation.

LUO/^.-.-fO.l.^j)
where the partial infinite infimum of LT(L(R)) has a role similar to the
partial infinite infimum given by quantification in the Lindenbaum-Tarski
algebra of the predicate calculus. Fortunately, LT(L(R)) is free.
It is well known that the Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra of LT(LT

)

is free in the class of all complete Boolean algebras ([28], p. 261).
We use this fact to prove that LT(L(R)) is free in the class of all complete Boolean algebras.

First we prove a simple theorem.

Theorem 3.11. LT(LT

is free in the class of all complete Boolean

n)

algebras, and the set of elements E * {|A||A

i6 an atomic formula} is

a set of free generators.
Proof.

Lj Q is a sublanguage of Lj

subalgebra of LT(LT
generators of LT(L,

0J

therefore, by 2.3 LT(L, J

is a

. ) . The generators of LT(LT -) are identical to the
n)$

therefore any mapping of E into a complete

i, ,u

Boolean algebra may be extended to a homomorphism of LT(L, 0 ) .
Q.E.D.
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Now we can prove the main theorem,
Theorem 3*12.

LT(L(R)) is free in the class of complete Boolean alge-

bras, and the set of elements E * -f | A JIA

is an equation} is a set of

free generators.

Proof.

Extend L T

n

by adding the class of functors of the formation

rule vii) of L(R) and the class of numerals of formation rule v ) • Call
this new language L T

ft

.

LT(LT

+) is clearly free in the class of

complete Boolean algebras with a larger set of free generators than
U(LT

-.).
1»

L1T u * is an inessential extension of L(R) since it only
2>

allows some additional infinite conjunctions and disjunctions; therefore,
by 2.1 LT(L(R)) is a subalgebra of LT(LT

+ ) . Furthermore, it is evi-

dently a regular subalgebra, and the set of generators of LT(L T
contains the set of generators of LT(L(R)).
the generators of LT(L,

+
n

)

Therefore, any mapping of

*) into a complete Boolean algebra is extensible

to a homomorphism h, and h restricted to LT(L(R)) is a homomorphism.

Q.E.D.

The statement of 3.11 may be modified to exchange m-complete for
complete, where m is the cardinal equal to the number of terms in L T
In the case of L T

n,

m * I, but in the case of L T

n

, m • I.•

n.

All

that the completeness of the range algebra assures is that infima exist
corresponding to infinite infima in LT(L(R)).

The relation between the

free algebra LT(L(R)) and LT(R) is that of algebra to quotient algebra,
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since LT(L(R)) is free and R is an extension of L(R), as we shall soon
see.

The Algebra LT(R)
R is an extension of the language L(R).

However, R has theorems

formed in L(R) which are not theorems of L(R); thus R is not an inessential extension of L(R).

LT(R) also is not a subalgebra of LT(L(R)).

Rather it is a quotient of LT(L(R)).

AS might be expected, the free gen

erators of LT(L(R)), although generators of LT(R), are not free for
LT(R).

Theorem 3.13. LT(R) is not free on E in the class of complete algebras.

Proof. Where f is recursive in f and A. * (f (i) * f (i)) and
~-~"
n
m i
—m —
m
B. « (f (i) « f ( i ) ) , then ' A . -> . ' B. by 2.5 i s a theorem. Consei
-n n
'
iel i
lei i '
quently, so i s
A. -*B.
i
l
by rule ix) of R.

Thus by 3.8

|Ai| < |Bi| .
Consider a mapping r into 2 such that
r(|Ai|) - 1 and r d B j ) - 0 .
r can not be extended to a homomorphism since

r(|A 1 |)>p(|B l |).
Q.E.D.
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As stated, LT(R) is a quotient of LT(L(R)).

TWO methods of

proof are open to us. The first relies upon the fact that R is a
theory based upon the language L(R).

The representatives in LT(R) of

theorems of R constitute a filter, T, in LT(L(R)) and the quotient of
LT(L(R)) by T (or by the dual of T) is isomorphic to LT(R).

This

method is fully discussed in ([28], p. 273). We choose a more algebraic
proof using 3.12, relying on the fact that LT(L(R)) is free.

Theorem 3.14. LT(R) is isomorphic to a quotient of LT(L(R)).

Proof.
bras.

By 3.12, LT(L(R)) is free in the class of complete Boolean algeConsider the completion of LT(R) which we denote CLT(R).

Define

the mapping h from the generators E • {|A|.JA is an equation of L(R)}
of LT(L(R)) into CLT(R) as followst

h(|A|L) « |A|C
(We signify elements in LT(L(R)) by ||L, in CLT(R), by ||c and in
LT(R), by ||p).

If A is an atomic formula of L(R), then it is an

atomic formula of R.

Therefore, since LT(R) is a regular subalgebra

of CLT(R), implying |A|R * lAlr»

n ma

Ps

tne

generators of LT(L(R)) onto

the generators of LT(R).
h is a mapping, for suppose that

N L - |B| L
then A«*B is a theorem of L(R) and a theorem of the extension, R, of
L(R).
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Necessarily, then

l*lc - N

R

• I B IR • lBlc

SO

h(|A|L) -h(|B| L ) .
Then h is extensible to a homomorphism h* of LT(L(R)) into CLT(R).

But

h* maps the generators of LT(L(R)) onto the generators of LT(R)j therefore,
h*(LT(L(R))) - LT(R)
and
LT(L(R))/ker(h*) S LT(R) .
Q.E.D.

3.14 is the algebraic alter ego of the statement that R is an
extension of i.(R). R is obtained from L(R) by augmenting L(R) with the
theorems stating the relative recursiveness of functions.
We can now extend the theorems 2.5 and 2.6 concerning the linguistic suitability of R for recursion theory to theorems demonstrating
the algebraic suitability of LT(R) for the study of the algebraic relations among degrees.
From our preliminary review of the theory of degrees we recall
that (D, U)(or (D, <)) is an upper semilattice.

It is clear that (D,U)

is a substructure of LT(R) because LT(R) reflects the join of two
functions as conjunction and the ordering among functions as the ordering
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of the algebra.

Theorem 3.15.

(D, U ) (or (D, <)) is anti-isomorphic to a sub-semi-

lattice of LT(R).
Proof. Consider the mapping h from D into LT(R).

h(.) « I^AJ
where a is the degree of fk and A. * (Jiti) * M
iff f. e a.

1

^'

f

1 - fk - fi

By 2.5 then

ieVi^lWU-Ml))
and by 3.8

Thus h is well defined and one-one.

2.5 and 3.8 show that if for

a,beD and a < b then
h(a) > h(b),
and h is antitone.
Further, by7 2.6, for functions f.,f,,f if
j k' m
join(fj(fk) - fm
then

is a theorem of R.

Therefore, by 3.8,
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Kiejdjd) - fJ(o))i-K1-I(fk(i) • y i ) ) ) i -

Thus if f.ea
and f.eb,
fmec for a,b,ceD then
j
K
h ( a U b ) - h ( c ) - l^Sjii.)

- fjjtO)! -

KuitljtD -fiiil^'tie'itifcti) - fk(i)))| -

h(a)-h(b)
and h translates U in (D, U ) to • in LT(R) and < in (D, U ) to > in
LT(R).

Clearly, the range of h is closed under •.
Q.E.D.

Henceforth, we shall identify (D, <) or ( D , U ) with the range
of the morphism h in 3.15.

Notice that the structure (D, <, e)

(or (D,U, e)) is not preserved by h where 6, the degree of recursive
functions, is the zero in the semilattice D.

This is essentially

because the zero is not treated as a structural feature.

Indeed, the

roles of zero in D and in LT(R), given the construction of LT(R), are
incompatible.

In LT(R) zero represents no degree so to attempt to pre-

serve the zero of D would conflict with the constraints of 2.5 and
2.6.

Notice also that h is antitone and that semilattice join is trans-

ferred to Boolean meet.

We could avoid this incongruity if the theory

of degrees were modified by reversing the orientation of the ordering
of degrees.
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Theorem 3.16.

a,beD and f .ea and f.eb then

• i b iff l ^ ^ U )
Proof.

- fj(i))i < l i ^ d k d ) • f k (D)l •

Recall that D is now the range of h in 3.15.

The theorem

merely restates this fact.
Q.E.D.

The following theorem accomplishes the same purpose for join.

Theorem 3.17.

a.b.ceD and f .ea, f,eb and f ec then
j ' k
m

a U b - c iff|le*I(fj(D « fj(l))| • l u ^ f k d ) • fk(i))l "

Proof.

Same as 3.16.
Q.E.D.

We have established the principal connections of LT(R) to R and to the
semilattice of degrees.
One of the aims of studying a theory through its LindenbaumTarski algebra is to abstract from the linguistic vagaries of apparently
different formulations of the theory.

Our motivation is somewhat dif-

ferent} however, we do wish to eliminate inessential aspects of the
theory through the algebraization.

Rule ix), although superfluous to

the formulation of a propositional recursion theory serves this purpose.
We make further simplifications.

LT(R) has elements inherited from R

which, while necessary because of the formulation of R, tell us nothing
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about the algebraic relations among degrees.

These elements of LT(R)

are the vestiges of the apparatus of R which permit one function to be
implied by another.

They are the algebraic elements formed from equa-

tions involving auxiliary function symbols.

From the logical point of

view of R we know that for functions f, and f.

uiti f c ti>-* t (i»-» 1 «Vi l (i>-' 1 ti>>
is a theorem only when there exists some conjunction of auxiliary equations

such that rule viii) applies.

But from the algebraic viewpoint,

it only matters that

not that such and such auxiliary equations must be used to establish the
original implication in R.

Vie will therefore be concerned with a sub-

algebra of LT(R) retaining all of the interesting features of LT(R) but
none of the reminders of the origin of LT(R) in a deductive system.
subalgebra, A(R), is the G-subalgebra generated by C|A JIA
equation}.
itl}

The

is a numeric

Where G is the collection of all sets of the form {|,f.,(i.) • f

for jel..

A(R) has some pleasing algebraic regularities based upon

the fundamental ordering of degrees.

The Algebra A(R)
The following theorem sets down two evident properties of A(R).

Theorem 3.18.

The G-algebra A(R) generated by

tion in R } is a regular subalgebra of LT(R).

{|A||A

is a numeric equa-
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Proof.

A(R) is obviously a subalgebra of LT(R).

The regularity of

A(R) is assured by the observation that the generators of A(R) are a
subset of the generators of LT(R), thus

where A. and A. . are numeric equations, are identical in A(R) and
LT(R).
Q.E.D.

Notice that A(R) retains the features which made LT(R) interesting for the study of the algebra of degrees.

Theorems 3.16 and

3.17 obviously apply to A(R) since D is a substructure of A(R). A(R)
can be analyzed extensively in terms of D, or rather, in terms of the
subalgebra generated by D in A(R).
CD is the algebra generated by D in A(R). Because D is the set
of all infinite infima closed under • in A(R), CD is the subalgebra generated by the set of all infinite infima in A(R). We have the following
theorem.

Theorem 3.19.

CD is a regular subalgebra of A(R) and CD is the Boolean

completion of D.

Proof.

By definition CD is a subalgebra of A(R). That CD is generated

by D and D is regular in CD is clear.

The regularity of CD is obvious.

Q.E.D.
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Recall that the zero of D, which we call 0, is not considered a
structural feature of D.

Therefore, the Boolean completion of D, CD,

does not treat 0 distinctly from the other elements. CD is the Boolean
algebra achieved by adding to D complements and finite suprema. We
shall see that CD, simple as it is, reveals everything about the
structure of A(R).
For each iel, let A(R). be the subalgebra generated by
(lAil| \

m

(£j(!) " fj(i))>3«I1}'

which has as generators all the i
A(R).

A

(R)i

is

elements of the infinite infima of

Notice that the selection of the i

iel^il * s
mum.

no

* dependent u P o n

The i

an

the subalgebra of A(R)

element of the infimum

Y ordering of the elements of the infi-

element is the element representative of equations involving

the value of the function at the i
which we assumed.

n-tuple in the ordering of n-tuples

Thus, If.CiJ • f|(i)| is the i t h element of

<*llf.4^i) * f.«(i)l regardless of any incidental ordering of the infimum.
Each subalgebra A(R). is isomorphic to CD.
Theorem 3.20.

Proof.

A(R)i^CD

This theorem is the result of rule ix) of R.

Consider the map-

ping h of the generators of A(R), onto the generators of CD defined

h(|Ai|) - ^ l A j .
Let |G.
j»l

| • |f^ (i.) * f. (i)| - |A. |.
1

-\

By 2.1 h can be extended to an

isomorphism if and only if for j < m, and d(j,i) • (+) or (-)

3<m

d(

J-1)iGJ,ii"°

iff
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By the definition of h,

j ^d(j 1 i)h(|G j ^). j ^d( J a)( i ; i |G j , i l).

We wish to use distributive laws for which the indices i must be
notationally distinct; therefore, we subscript the i with j and the
right hand side of the above equation is equal to

Where X(j,ij) is

1

-£j if d(j,ij) - (+), XCj.ij) is ^

if

d(j>i.») * (-)> and by repeated applications of distributive laws the
above element is equal to

X(l,i1)X(2,i2)...X(m,im)j<-md(j,ij)|Gj>i |

which by 3.8 and 3.10 equals

|x(i > i 1 )x( 2 ,i 2 )...x( m ,i m ) j ^d(j,i j )a j(lj |
where X(j,i ) is now reinterpreted as infinite conjunction or disjunction.
But if

l^d(J'i)Gj,il-°
then

^•V^i'"0
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since there is only a notational variation.

3*

d(

Thus, by 3.8,

J»V8j,ij«MA,U))

is a theorem of R.
Therefore,
X(l,i1)X(2,i2)...X(m,iJj<md(j,ij)Gj>i «*(A-(-A))
is a theorem of R regardless of the nature of the infima and suprema
X(j,ij).

So, by 3.8,
|X(l,i1)X(2,i2)...X(m,iJj<md(j,ij)Gj>i | - 0 .

But the left hand side of this equation is equal to (l), thus

On the other hand, if

* d(j,i)h(|G
Ji.ni

. |) « 0 then by an argument
j, l

similar to the foregoing
X(l,i1)X(2,i2)...X(m,im)j^md(j,ij)Gj>i <*(A-(-A))
is a theorem of R.

But this is only possible if

is a theorem of R.

Thus by 3.8,

and
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Dropping the subscript on the i, we have

Therefore, we have established the biconditional and we may
extend h to an isomorphism.
Q.E.D.

A(R) can in a sense be "decomposed" into an algebra generated
by the Boolean product of the A(R). and CD.
structural feature of A(R) in light of 3.20.

This is a fundamental
One way of looking at the

structure of A(R) is first to remove from A(R) all elements involving
infinite infima or suprema.
the A(R),.

What remains is the Boolean product of

N O W if we consider the algebra generated by the union of

the Boolean product of the A(R)

with CD we see that we have merely re-

introduced those infinite infima and suprema.

This notion receives its

precise statement in the following theorems.
Notice that the algebras A(R). are independent since their generators are.

Theorem 3.21.

Proof.

B

A
ieI

(R)i

is a subalgebra of A(R).

For each iel, A(R). is a subalgebra of A(R) by definition.

Thus, B i e T A ( R )<> which is the subalgebra generated by the union of the
A(R) i , is a subalgebra of A(R).

Q.E.D.
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We know by the definition of CD that it is a subalgebra of A(R),
thus the following.
Theorem 3.22.
Proof.

{B

XA(R)

U CDj « A(R).

From 3.21 and the fact that CD is a subalgebra of A(R), we

know JB, jA(R). U CDJ is a subalgebra of A(R).

For any element

AeA(R) we can obviously write

A

• j<m Kn d ( J' k ) G J,k

where for a given j,k, G. . is either a generator of A(R) or G. . is
an infinite infimum.

Then clearly G. ,eB

_A(R)

or G. ^eCD.

In either

case, Ae jBieIA(R).U CDj, thus

jB

ieIA(R)iU

CDl

"

A(R)

-

Q.E.D.
3.22 confirms our earlier statement that CD "tells everything"
about the structure of A(R). The decomposition of A(R) in terms of CD
will prove particularly useful in the construction of abstract digital
computers for the various degrees.
From this point as a notational convenience we shall rely upon
the identification of (D, <) with a substructure of A(R) and we will
indicate degrees in A(R) by lower-case roman letters, a,b,c,....
particular we shall identify 6 with L g j A j where A
and f. is a recursive function.

In

• (f. (i) * M * ) )

Therefore, 0 is the degree of recursive

functions and for any degree beD, b<0.
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We now consider some properties of CD, in particular, its relation to the ideal (e],
A(R) quotiented by the principal ideal generated by a degree will
be considered to be the algebraic structure of that degree.
beD, A(R)/(b] is the structure of the degree b.

Thus for

The reason we take this

algebra to represent a degree will become fully evident later, but there
are 6ome available intuitions at this point.

A(R) carries all the infor-

mation about the algebraic relations among degrees and (b] contains every
degree smaller than b.

Thus if c < b then (c] 5 M

isomorphic to a quotient of A(R)/(c].

and A(R)/(b] is

We may then say that if c < b

then the structure of b is isomorphic to a quotient of the structure of
c.

The ordering of degrees is then translated into an algebraic relation

among the algebras representing the degrees.

Such a translation is

necessary if we are to recover the ordering among degrees as an algebraic
relation among abstract digital computers representing degrees.

But we

must establish these heuristic remarks.

Theorem 3.23.

If (a] 9 W

then A(R)/(b] is isomorphic to a quotient

of A(R)/(a].

Proof.

Let |c|

and |c|. designate the representatives of |c| in

A(R)/(a] and A(R)/(b] respectively.

Define h from A(R)/(a] onto

A(R)/(b] as

h(|c| a ) « |c|b .

h is clearly an onto function since if |c|

* |d|

then
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Mb"

ldlb *

h i s also a homomorphism.
h(|c|a-|d|a) - h(|c-d|a) -

|cd|b-

lclb-|dlb-h(lcl.)-h(ldl,)
and
h(-|c|a) -h(|-c| a ) - |-c|b -|c| b - -h(|c|a) .
Therefore
A(R)/Cb] S A(R)/(a]/ker(h) .
Q.E.D.
The next theorem shows that the decomposition of A(R) in terms
of CD holds, in a modified form, for A(R)/(d].
Theorem 3.24. A(R)/(d] « l B i e I A ( R ) i

U

&)/Wl

•

Proof. Notice that (d] in A(R) is distinct from (d] in CD because the
only elements of CD smaller than d are generated from the infinite
infima, but the elements of A(R) smaller than d are generated by infinite infima and generators of A(R).
If A is a generator of A(R), then |A). is a singleton. Suppose,
to the contrary, that for generators A and B, A / B and |A| . « l B L*
Then ((-A).B) + (A.(-B))e(d] and ((-A)-B), (A.(-B))e(d]. But
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A

* ltj(i) • fj(i)| A ( R ) and B - ^ ( n ) - f k ( n )l A ( R )

tions fj and fk, and d - 1-^(^(1) * (fm(i))l for
((•A)»B)e(d] then ((-A)«B) < d;

(i)

for some func

some

"

If

V

consequently,

(-(ijCi) - f j i n j - ^ a ) - ^ W ) ) + i i i i f j u -*„,(*))

is a theorem in R and this is clearly impossible where k, j, and m are
distinct,

(l) does not have the form of any theorem of R.

The set of generators of A(R) together with the set of infinite
infima of A(R) constitute a set of generators for A(R). Therefore, for
AeA(R)
A

" j<n k<m d ^ k > G j,k

where d(j,k) • (+) or (-) and for each j,k,6

is either a generator

of A(R) or an infinite infimum in A(R).
Now define h from A(R)/(d] to H ^ g ! ^ ) ^ CD/fall

(2)

as followsi

^WdJ-hUj^k^KJ.k)^!,,)-

where | C j > k | d » i s | G j j k | d in CD i f G^sCD ,nd |G J > k l d „ i s 6 j > k i f
G, ^eACR). for some i e i .

If h i s a one-one onto function, then i t i s ,

by (2), an isomorphism.
Suppose |A] d « | C | , and
A

-ji-k^-d(J,'k,>0j-,k'
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C

" j<n k<n,d(J>k>Gj,k

then

lj'<n- k ^ d ( J , ' k , ) 8 j ' k ' l d ' lj<n k<m d( J> k > G j( kld
and by repeated applications of 3.8,

If G '

, or G. . is a generator then

J >K

J» K

l G j-,k'ld»

-Gj«,k'

i s a one-one function since |G*
Gj,

k,

*nd

l G j,kld- " G j,k

, | . and |G

•nd*

| . are singletons.

If

or G. . are infinite infima then
|G

i-,k-ld»

" l G r , k - l d « n d l G j , k l d » " l G J ( kid

where the right hand sides are in CD.
of A(R), thus |G,

But CD is a regular subalgebra

| in A(R) is equal to |G,

j,KO

| in CD and * is still

j,KG

a one-one function
Therefore,
h(

iAid)-J4-k-<m-d(J''k,)iGjsk-id»j<nk<m

d

<J>k>lGjIkld«-h(|B|d)

and h i s a one-one function.
h i s onto because for G, j c e B i e I A 0 O i U CD/(d],

by (2) above
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jjn k<md(J'k>CJ(k ' j<n K m ^ ' ^ J . k

h

1

^ "

(lj<nk<n, d( J' k ^,kl)

Therefore, h is the desired isomorphism.
Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.25.

0 is a dual atom of CD.

Proof. Suppose , ,

* d(i,j)G.

> 9, where G

. are generators of CD

and m is dependent on i. Recall that the generators of CD are degrees,
Then we have two cases*
i)

If for each i < n there exists j < m such that

d(i,j) - (+) ,
then

thus

ii)

If for some i < n, d(i,j) • (-) for all j < m then, since

-°i,j

* -0

we have

j<m

i,j -
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Without loss of generality, we assume the disjuncts greater than -0 to
be indexed by 1 through k<n.

Then, since each G

(2)

6

,< 0
l , j *~

—

^k+l<i<nJ<md(i'j)Gi,J

and from ( l )
(3)

"9 ^ i<k

ii^i,i

but by the hypothesis, (2) and (3)

i<n j < n , d ( i ' j ) G i , j " ( k + Ki<n j < n > d ( i ' j ) G i , J ) + ( K k i i ^ l ^
6

+

S+(

(

k + l<Kn j < m d ( i ' j ) G l , J )

i<lc

^ i . j ^

9

+

(

i<k j ^ - S . j '

* ^ "

"

*

1

and 6 i s a dual atom as stated.
Q.E.D.
Theorem 3.26.

Proof.

-0 is an atom of CD.

Immediate dualization of 3.25.
Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.27. CD/(e] » 2.
Proof.

The principal ideal of a dual atom is maximal (Sikorski [37], p.

28) and the quotient of an algebra by a maximal ideal is isomorphic to
2 (Sikorski [37], p. 32).
Q.E.D.
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We prove an interesting corollary to 3.24.
Theorem 3.28. A(R)/(e] • B ^ j A l R ) ^
Proof.

By 3.27 CD/(e] « 2, and by 3.24

A(R)/(e] - iB U I A(R) i UcD/(e]I
thus
A(R)/(e] - JB ieI A(R) i U 2j
But
B

i«IA(R)iU

2

-BieIA{R)i

since 2 is a subalgebra of B. ,A(R),; therefore
A(R)/(e] * lB lfI A(R) 1 l
and B. jA(R). is the subalgebra generated by the A(R).; therefore
A(R)/(9] - B U I A ( R ) 1 .
Q.E.D.

The following theorem establishes the relationship between the
structures of degrees and their joins.
Theorem 3.29.

For a,b,c,c£D if a«b * c and d < a and d < b then if

A(R)/(a] is isomorphic to a quotient of A(R)/(d] and so is A(R)/(b]
then A(R)/(c] is isomorphic to a quotient of A(R)/(d].
Proof. Obviously if d < a and d < b then d < a«b * c. Thus
(d] S (••b]

m

(cl

anc

* ^Y 3*23 A(R)/(c] is isomorphic to a quotient of

A(R)/(d].
Q.E.D.
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Abstract Digital Computers for Degrees
The algebraic considerations of LT(L(R)), LT(R), A(R) and CD
are for the purpose of reconstructing the elementary theory of degrees
within the theory of abstract digital computers.

To that purpose we first

must have a Boolean algebra in which the ordering of degrees and the
join operation of degrees are adequately represented.
these criteria by 3.16 and 3.15.

U ( R ) meets

Theorems 3.16 and 3.15 also apply

to A(R), and we find A(R) to be a convenient algebra in which to work
in view of 3.23 and 3.29.
The decomposition of A(R) via 3.22 and of A(R)/(d] via 3.24
affords a simple construction of abstract digital computers for degrees.
Notice that in A(R)/(d] the subalgebra

B

A
ieI

( R ) i remains as it is in A(R)

up to the identification of elements with their singleton sets.

We take

advantage of this fact to construct a transition function for the degree
d that is independent of A(R)/(d] but dependent upon the degree d.

We

give the construction, then prove the appropriate theorems.
Recall that from 3.20 A(R). - CD.
is a corresponding element in A(R). t

Thus for each degree deCD there

for every iel call it d..

the functions of d to be well ordered.

We know that there are

Consider
only I

functions in d; thus we may assign each function to a distinct subprogression of (d. |iel) such that the progressions are mutually disjoint and
each isomorphic to I.

For f.ed call df. the progression assigned to f.

and let (df.,). be the k

element in the progression.

Now repeat this

procedure for every ceD.

We require that for any d,ceD, the progressions

assigned to the functions of d and c be uniformly chosen.

If the least

(in the well ordering) function f.ed is assigned the progression (df |c ) 1 *d^ >
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^ d f k^2 * d i ' ^ d f k^3 * d i ' ***

then the

least

^uncti°n

f

ec

is

n

the progression (cf ). * c , (cf ) « c , (cf ) - • c ,....
n 1
i.
n z.
i_
n o
l^

Then for

rh

+h

the n

assigned

function of d and n

function of c, the progression assigned

to each correspond in the indices;that i6, the m
gression has the same index.

'(cf.)

Then define T

if A « (cf.).

J m
T

element in each pro-

as follows.

c
and f . ( k ) - m

j k

j

cf<A>
J

',undefined, otherwise

fTcf ^
TC(A) -

if A

* ^ c Vk'

for some k

J
Lundefined, otherwise.

Now define T* on A(R)/(d] as follows for A e A(R)/(d]
fT (A) if T (A) i s defined and d < c,
I*(A)

Lundefined, otherwise.
Notice that T*

is well defined since the Tc*s are all disjoint

and that the T *s are well defined since the T r *s are disjoint.
c
cfj
Further notice that Tj
than d., and that T*

Theorem 3.30.

Proof.

is undefined on every element of A(R). less

is undefined entirely outside of A(R). for i d .

(A(R)/(d],Tj ) is an abstract digital computer.

Obvious.

Notice that if h is an embedding of (A(R)/(d],T* ) into
(A(R)/(c],T* ) then if for f ea < d and f eb < c
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then

T>(Uf n ) m ))-T;(( b y s )
and
h((af ) } « (bf )
n m
p s
Thus h must map the process given by T, started on (af )
process given by T c started on (bf ) .

into the

Therefore h restricted to the

domain process is a partial function from the progression (af ) into
tne

progression (bf ) .

morphic to I.
of I into I.

Each of these progressions is naturally iso-

Thus h as restricted may be viewed as a partial function
We can now make the following definitions.

If h maps (df ) into (cf ), such that when taken as a mapping on
the Indices, h i s recursive, then we say that h is r-recursive on (df )
'
— — — — — —
n
into (cf ). An embedding h of (A(R)/(d],Tj) into (A(R)/(c],T*) is an
P
Q
C
r-embedding iff h as restricted to each of the domain progressions is
r-recursive on each progression,
Although we do not know in general whether or not A(R)/(d] * A(R)/(c]
for distinct degrees d and c, we have the following.

Theorem 3.31.

If a £ d then (A(R)/(d], T * ) is not r-embeddable in a

quotient of (A(R)/(a],T*).

Proof.

Let a £ d.

r-embedding where

Assume h of (A(R)/(d],T.) into (B,TB) to be a
(B,TQ)

is a quotient of (A(R)/(a],l^).

Notice that if
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T

! -

a

T

*

cf

on the progression ( c f ) , then for m,nel i f
T*((cf) m ) - ( c f ) n t h e n T B ( | t c f ) J B )
|T:«cf)m)|B.

-

|(ef)nlB

Therefore, for f ed, i f
T

d « d f n V " T d f n( ( d f n ) J - ( d f n ) f n (•»)'

there must e x i s t some c > a and f e e such that
p

for some sel.
Also,

l(ef

p>fpU)«B •

We clearly have that

T f ((cf ) ) - (cf ). i f f f (s) - t
cr
p s
p t
p
p
K
thus

V ^ V . ' i J • i ( c Vt'B i f f V s ) "*•
Also clearly,
T

df

((d

n

V r > - ( df n>u

iff

f

n(r> "

u

•
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Thus if we consider the natural isomorphisms of

l(cVllB'

W
and (df ) into I.

Kcfp)nlB'"'

'(CV2IB

Tfi restricted to the progression (l), indicated

T n , f , is co-recursive with f and T,- is co-recursive with f . Thus,
Bcf '
p
df
n
K
p
n
h(T df ((df n ) s )).T B c f (h((dfn)s))
n
p
and

p

y

*

n

because h is a computer embedding.
Then,

T

df « df n>s>
n

' " X c f

<*««„>.»>
p

and
T

Bcf t l ^ V - V
F
p

But h and h"

" h ( T d f < h " 1 ^^ f p> m lB»> '
n

on the progressions (df ) and (l) are recursive; thus
T,. and T- - are co-recursive.
n
p

Therefore, f ned i s co-recursive to f pec and
d « c
contrary to the hypothesis since c £ a.
Q.E.D.
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We conclude the recovery of the elementary theory of degrees in
the theory of abstract digital computers with the analogs to theorems
3.23 and 3.29.

Theorem 3.32.

If a < b then (A(R)/(b], Tf) is r-embeddable in a quo-

tient of (A(R)/(a],T*).
a
Proof.

From 3.23 A(R)/(b] is isomorphic to a quotient of A(R)/(a].

A(R)/(b] - I B ^ A C R ^ U CD/(b]j and A(R)/(a] - ^ / ( R ^ U
3.24.

CD/(a]j by

The transition functions Tf and T* are undefined outside of
D
a

B, -A(R)., but they coincide wherever Tf is defined because for every
fee ^ b, fee £ a and
T* * T f - T*
b
cf
a
on the progression (cf). Therefore

q:A(R)/(b] 2 A(R)/(a]/ker(h)

where h is the homomorphism of 3.23, can preserve the transition functions wherever Tf is defined.
Notice that
A(R)/(b]/ker(h) S I B ^ J A C R ) ^ CD/(a]/ker(h)I
by 3.23 and 3.24. So
q(T*(A)) -T*(q(A))

i f TfD i s defined on A, and we see q^ sends TfD to T*.
a
Q.E.D.
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The next theorem of this section is the counterpart to 3.29.
Theorem 3.33.

For a,b,c,deD if a«b * c and d < a and d < b, (A(R)/(c],T*)

is r-embeddable in a quotient of (A(R)/(d],T?).
Proof,

d < a»b * c so the theorem follows by 3.32.
Q.E.D.

The final theorem demonstrates that the set of abstract digital
computers of degrees has the structure of the degrees.
Theorem 3.34.

The set of abstract digital computers for degrees under

the converse of "r-embeddable in a quotient" is isomorphic to D under <.
Proof.

By 3.32 if a < b then U(R)/(b],T*) is r-embeddable in a quotient

of (A(R)/(a],T*).

Theorem 3.33 gives the existence of the infimum.

The assignment of degrees to computers is unique; therefore the isomorphism holds.
Q.E.D.

Concluding Remarks
The aim of this thesis is to reconstruct the elementary theory of
degrees of unsolvability in the theory of abstract digital computers.
In order to achieve this aim we show, by 3.30, that abstract digital
computers for degrees exist.

Further, 3.31 and 3.32 together show that

the abstract digital computer of a degree, c, is r-embeddable in a quotient of the abstract digital computer of another degree, d, if and only
if d < c.

The capstone theorem, 3.34, shows that the set of abstract
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digital computers of degrees has the same structure under the relation
"r-embeddable in a quotient of" as D has under <•

A variety of con-

tinuations of this research suggest themselves.
The most pressing of these is the discovery of an independent
characterization of the class of abstract digital computers of degrees.
One might hope that this class is an equational class.

Unfortunately, the

class is not closed under the formation of subalgebras; therefore, it is
not equational.

However, a weaker characterization of the class may be

available; for instance, we might find a general axiomatization of the
class.

Research in this direction is continuing.
In another direction the results of this thesis might be gener-

alized if the concept "r-embeddable" can be exchanged for a "purely"
algebraic concept.

3.31 takes its partially combinatorial nature from the

concept of "r-embeddable."

If a version of 3.31 substituting "embedding"

for "r-embedding" is possible, then 3.31 may be improved by eliminating
recursive embeddings in favor or ordinary embeddings.

Once this is

achieved, we might generalize the concept of degree to all abstract
digital computers by partitioning the computers into "degrees" via the
relation "embeddable in a quotient of."

This partitioning is possible

only if the relation is a partial ordering, which it appears not to be.
While the relation is clearly transitive and reflexive, antisymmetry is
a problem.

One cannot even show in general that if a Boolean algebra A

is isomorphic to a quotient of B and vice versa, then A and B are isomorphic.

If the algebras are I-complete, "isomorphic to a quotient of"

is a partial ordering (see [37], pp. 90, 193), but the Boolean algebras
of abstract digital computers we are usually concerned with are not
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I-complete, and their I-completions need not be distinct from one
another.

So, if the relation "isomorphic to a quotient of" is not a

partial order, "embeddable in a quotient of" which contains it cannot
be.

Nonetheless, there may be an algebraic concept of degrees for

abstract digital computers.

A "recursive" theory of degrees for abstract

digital computers is available.
Given a class of abstract digital computers, we can enumerate,
in some ordinal, the elements of all the Boolean algebras of the class.
Then the transition functions may be construed as functions on ordinals,
and the theories of meta-recursion and meta-degrees [34] may be used to
assess the degrees of the computers.

Of course, the degree of a given

computer is dependent upon the original enumeration chosen.

A "purely"

algebraic theory of degrees for abstract digital computers would, presumably, be invariant.
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